Linemarking

RoadTek has earned a reputation as a leader in the road marking industry through a commitment to safety, quality and service delivery.

Our award winning innovation in linemarking technology means shorter project times and lower costs. We also take care of the environment through the use of water based paints, improved materials handling and our state-of-the-art wash down facilities.

Our specialist teams are experienced and dedicated to delivering quality service. We maintain our expertise through industry certification and our internally developed Construction Worker Progression Program.

Our major linemarking centres in Brisbane, Gold Coast, Rockhampton, Sunshine Coast, Cairns, Mackay, Townsville and Toowoomba give you comprehensive coverage across the state. We can easily cover any part of Queensland’s road network.

Linemarking services

We offer a full range of linemarking services for roads, highways, hardstand areas, car parks, airports and subdivisions.

For new works, our comprehensive service includes offsetting, setting out, spotting and marking, as well as removing existing lines and markings that are no longer required.

Our services include all road surface delineation, including:

- longitudinal lines and transverse markings
- symbols and messages
- raised pavement markers
- airport linemarking
- skid resistant markings
- thermoplastic linemarking
- specialised markings (for example, wildlife corridors)
- audio tactile markings
- coloured messages and markings.

We provide our customers with expert technical advice and management services on all aspects of linemarking, including:

- network management and performance monitoring
- conformance auditing
- sub-contractor management

We understand the need to minimise the disruption to traffic flow and all of our linemarking activities include full traffic control as part of the service.

This includes the provision of all signs and qualified traffic control personnel according to the MUTCD and the Design Guide for Roadside Signs.
RoadTek run a number of high quality linemarking machines and other equipment providing cost efficient delivery for our customers. Our equipment includes:

- ‘walk behind’ machines
- thermoplastic screed machines
- hot melt glue applicator
- line spotting outrigger
- line grinder
- longline linemarking machines (500 litre capacity)
- medium range linemarking machines (100 and 200 litre capacity).

Delivering safe, quality and environmentally sustainable projects

RoadTek is committed to providing a safe environment for our people, contractors, sub-contractors, suppliers and the public. To ensure our safety performance is continuously improving and meeting legislative requirements, RoadTek has implemented a Safety Management System that is fully certified to the Australian and New Zealand Safety Standard AS/NZS 4801:2008.

Our linemarking products conform with required night and day reflectivity and with Transport and Main Roads’ levels as specified in the technical standards.

Our commitment to quality means doing the job right the first time, listening to customers and improving the way we operate. Our Quality Management System is accredited to the International Standard ISO 9001:2008.

RoadTek is committed to a sustainable future and minimising impact on the environment. Environmental management is an integral part of our business operations and is a major consideration in all business decisions. To ensure our environmental performance is continuously improving and meets legislative requirements, RoadTek has implemented an Environmental Management System. This system is fully accredited to the International Standard ISO 14001:2004. We have also established state-of-the-art wash down facilities at all major works centres and use environmentally safe products such as Maxicon and water-based linemarking paints.

Products

RoadTek supplies all products and materials necessary for linemarking projects. All products comply with relevant Australian standards.

New technology

We upgrade our equipment based on industry best-practice. RoadTek Plant Hire Services has established a centre of excellence to collaborate with Linemarking Services on research, development and implementation of new technology into our fleet.

We have already begun work on the next generation of longline machines so we can continue to deliver outstanding results for our customers.